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Work cannot be understood without examining how gender is
embedded in all social relations.1

Our collective fear [is] that the new political economy will fail to
adopt a gendered analysis at its core, and will implicitly accept
the androcentric bias that has characterized the discipline to date.2

What is the state of debate regarding gendered political economy? Answering this
question depends on the existence of a debate, who is presumed to be participating
and, especially, how we understand ‘gender’. Among self-proclaimed feminist
scholars we can readily identify a range of positions on ‘gender and political
economy’. While disciplinary locations prompt some of the variation,3 the most
telling differences – or points of debate – reflect varying theoretical (epistemo-
logical, methodological) orientations to the study of gender. The range of feminist
research constitutes a continuum of overlapping positions that (as clarified below)
reflects varying positivist and constructivist (also postmodernist/poststructuralist)
orientations. The former mixes feminist and traditional political economy tools to
study how men and women – gender understood empirically – are differently
affected by, and differently affect, political economy; the latter foregrounds the
feminist tool of ‘analytical gender’ to study how masculinity and femininity –
gender understood as a meaning system – produce, and are produced by, political
economy. Hence, there is a range of positions and, while feminists share a
commitment to the centrality of gender, they do debate how to study it.

It is more difficult to assess how and to what extent less visibly ‘feminist’ scho-
lars participate in the debate. While we see little evidence that political economy
scholars assume the centrality of gender, in the last 10 years we do observe more
attention to the category of ‘women’ (for example, in labour markets and social
movements) and more references to ‘gender’ in a variety of publications. We
also observe the inclusion of ‘gender-thematic’ articles in journal special issues,4

as well as ‘gender’ chapters in edited volumes that are devoted to encompassing
topics (e.g. globalisation). In this sense, even scholars who do not self-identify
as feminist have increased their awareness of and references to women and/or
gender in the context of political economy. This is obviously a welcome develop-
ment, especially as it is neither an insignificant nor easily won gain.
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It is, however, a surprisingly limited – arguably superficial – engagement from
the perspective of feminist claims and achievements. In the past decade feminists
have exponentially increased knowledge about women’s and men’s lives and how
gender both structures and differentially valorises masculinised and feminised
identities, desires, expectations, knowledges, skills, labour, wages, activities and
experiences. They have built professional associations, launched feminist
journals, published widely, advanced crossdisciplinary scholarship, pioneered
theoretical insights and promoted critical and transformative teaching, research
and academic activism. In spite of these successes, feminists note continuing
resistance to the breadth, depth and specifically theoretical implications of femin-
ist political economy scholarship.5 What explains the vitality, achievements, and
sophistication of feminist/gendered political economy and, at the same time, its
limited impact on mainstream and even most critical political economy scholars?

Some, perhaps a great deal, of the resistance is presumably due to individual
investments and ideological factors that fuel resistance to feminisms in general.6

However significant these may be, they are difficult to document and relatively
unresponsive to critique. What is more productive, and relevant to the ‘state of
the debate’, is examining how epistemological differences (among non-feminist
as well as feminist scholars) shape one’s understanding of gender and, hence,
where one is positioned on the continuum and how one participates in the
debate. To anticipate the argument: in so far as positivist/rationalist/modernist
commitments continue to dominate in mainstream, critical and even feminist pol-
itical economy, gender can only be understood empirically and tends to become a
synonym for women, who as a category can then be ‘added’ to prevailing analyses.
More constructivist or poststructuralist commitments are required for under-
standing gender analytically (as a signifying code); these remain marginalised
in economics, international relations (IR) and international political economy
(IPE), with the systemic effect of reducing non-feminist participation in, sustain-
ing resistance to, and obscuring the most significant claims and insights of feminist
political economy.

With these points as background, the article first reviews the continuum of
feminist positions, indicating the significance of epistemological differences
and gesturing toward a literature review of developments in gendering
political economy. I argue that the most productive and transformative gendered
political economy entails systemic engagement with analytical gender and its
hierarchical implications (privileging that which is masculinised and devalorising
that which is feminised). The next section attempts to demonstrate the value of this
orientation (and cites additional literature) by providing a ‘big picture’ overview
of gendered global political economy (GPE). The objective is to substantiate
theoretical claims and illustrate how gender is central to advancing political
economy scholarship.

A continuum of (overlapping and ongoing) feminist
knowledge-building projects

Across disciplines, feminist interventions have typically begun by exposing the
omission of actual women and their activities, while also documenting how
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women and feminised activities are represented as inferior to male-as-norm
(androcentric) criteria. In economics and political economy, feminists have
exposed how men dominate the practice of and knowledge production about
(what men define as) ‘economics’; how women’s domestic, reproductive and
caring labour is deemed marginal to (male-defined) production and analyses of
it; how orthodox models and methods presuppose male-dominated activities
(paid work, the formal economy) and masculinised characteristics (autonomous,
objective, rational, instrumental, competitive). As a corollary, ‘women’s work’
and feminised qualities – in whatever sphere – are devalued: deemed ‘economi-
cally’ irrelevant, characterised as subjective, ‘natural’ and ‘unskilled’, and typi-
cally unpaid. For most economists, social reproduction through heterosexual
families and non-conflictual intra-household dynamics are simply taken for
granted; alternative household forms and the rising percentage of female-headed
and otherwise ‘unconventional’ households are rendered deviant or invisible.7

Mounting evidence of systematic exclusions prompts a new strategy: correcting
androcentric bias by adding women and their experiences to existing analytical
frameworks. New questions emerge regarding what counts as relevant data
(marriage patterns, family budgets), appropriate sources (church records, personal
diaries) and germane topics (caring labour, shopping, food preparation, sex work).
From this expanded inquiry we learn more about women and everyday life, but
also more about men and conventional topics. That is, rather than a masculinist
focus exclusively on ‘the main story’ of men’s activities, we attend as well to
the ‘background’ story that is rarely visible but which underpins and enables
men’s activities. Not only do women’s lives become more visible, but the inter-
dependence of both stories is illuminated, which also improves our understanding
of the featured story and its primarily male protagonists. Hence, this ‘project’ not
only adds women, but expands into investigating relationships among women’s
and men’s identities, activities and inequalities of power.

The most extensive and familiar feminist research emerges from noting the
omission of women and adding them – as an empirical category – to prevailing
narratives. This may seem methodologically simple, but often produces surprising
results. Recall how Boserup’s 1970 study of the effects of modernisation policies
on Third World women undercut claims that development benefited everyone.
Subsequent ‘women in development’ (WID) research documented both how pol-
icies and practices marginalised women and how their exclusion jeopardised
development objectives.8 Numerous subsequent and ongoing studies demonstrate
how a focus on women and gender improves our analyses. For example, feminists
produce more accurate analyses of intra-household labour and resource allocation;
move beyond quantitative growth indicators to improve measurements of human
wellbeing; and document the value of ‘women’s work’ and its centrality to ‘devel-
opment’, long-term production of social capital and more accurate national
accounting. They investigate gender patterns in wages, migration, informalisation,
subcontracted ‘home-working’ and foreign remittances. And Third World women
especially demonstrate the importance of local, indigenous and colonised people’s
agency in identifying problems and negotiating remedies.9

Making women empirically visible is thus an indispensable project. It inserts
actual (embodied) women in our picture of economic reality, exposes how women
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and men are differently engaged with and affected by political economy, and
reveals women as agents and activists, as well as victims of violence and the
poorest of the poor. But adding women to existing paradigms also raises deeper
questions by exposing how the conceptual structures themselves presuppose mas-
culine experience and perspective. For example, women/femininity cannot simply
be ‘added’ to constructions that are constituted as masculine: reason, economic
man, breadwinner, the public sphere. Either women as feminine cannot be
added (that is, women must become like men) or the constructions themselves
are transformed (namely, adding women as feminine alters their masculine
premise and changes their meaning). In this sense, the exclusions are not accidental
or coincidental but required for the analytical consistency of reigning paradigms.10

The implications of this insight move us along the continuum, from more posi-
tivist/rationalist epistemological commitments limited to understanding gender
empirically to more constructivist and poststructuralist insistence that gender is
also analytical. In effect, we move beyond critique to reconstruction of theory,
and this has been particularly fertile terrain in the past decade. We also move
beyond the dichotomy of men and women to the hierarchy of masculinity over
femininity.

Understood analytically, gender is a governing code that pervades language and
hence systemically shapes how we think, what we presume to ‘know’, and how
such knowledge claims are legitimated. Epistemological and ontological issues
are more visible at this ‘side’ of the continuum because conventional categories
and dichotomies are not taken for granted but problematised. Here we find
more attention to discourse, subjectivities and culture, and more interrogation of
foundational constructs (rationality, work, production, capital, value, develop-
ment). Consistent with this, there is typically more evidence of theoretical discus-
sion and debate, and more self-consciousness about analytical assumptions and
how they frame the questions we ask, the methods we adopt and the politics
they entail. At the same time, as a governing code gender systemically shapes
what we value. In particular, gender privileges (valorises) that which is character-
ised as masculine – not all men or only men – at the expense of that which is
stigmatised (devalorised) as feminine: lacking agency, control, reason, ‘skills’,
culture, and so on. To illustrate how a focus on analytical gender shifts the
terms of debate I briefly consider two developments in gendered political
economy.

WID scholarship initially sought more effective inclusion of women in the prac-
tices and benefits of development and argued that this would also improve devel-
opment. But this orientation was gradually challenged as feminists questioned
underlying assumptions, registered in a shift from WID and its liberal (and posi-
tivist) inclinations to gender and development (GAD),with its more constructivist,
critical and structural orientation. It was increasingly clear that ‘adding women’
left the most significant problems intact. It did not address the denigration of
feminised labour, the structural privileging of men and masculinity, the depoliti-
cisation of women’s subordination in the family and workplace, or the increasing
pressure on women to work a triple shift (in familial, informal and formal
activities). In contrast, GAD problematised the meaning and desirability of ‘devel-
opment’, interrogated the definition of work and how to ‘count it’, examined
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gender ideologies to explain unemployed men’s reluctance to ‘help’ in the house-
hold, challenged constructions of feminism imposed by Western elites and criti-
cised narratives of victimisation for denying agency and resistance. These
studies indicate an opening up of questions, an expansion of research foci and a
complication of analyses.11

At the same time, diversity among women forced feminists to reflect critically
(and uncomfortably) on the meaning of feminism, definitions of ‘woman’, the
politics of representation and the dangers of universalising claims. ‘Sisterhood’
aspirations have always been in tension with differences of ethnicity/race,
class, age, physical ability, sexuality and nationality, and especially so in the con-
text of globalisation. Politics and analytics merge here as actual differentiations –
including hierarchies – among women contradicted the positivist claim of
homogeneous categories (empirical males and females); more complex analyses
were required. However one assesses their efforts, I believe that feminists have
taken the challenges of theorising ‘difference’ more seriously, and moved more
responsibly to address them, than most oppositional groups. On the one hand, fem-
inisms have transdisciplinary and complex analytical resources for investigating
and theorising about identity, difference and historically specific hierarchies of
oppression (heterosexism, racism, classism and so on). On the other hand, feminist
claims to political relevance and critique have ‘forced’ them to address embodied
differences of power: feminist scholars are expected to ‘walk’ their (egalitarian)
‘talk’. In short, contestations of theory and practice that are specific to recent
(especially postcolonial and queer) feminisms have, I believe, generated the
most incisive and inclusive analyses of power, privilege and political economy
available at this juncture.12

Prevailing trends and the state of debate

In the past decade feminists have continued to expose masculinist bias and its
effects on the theory/practice of political economy and have vastly increased
the evidence corroborating (and complicating) early feminist critiques. They have
also expanded from an initial interest in more obviously gender-differentiated
effects of microeconomic phenomena to interrogate the less direct effects of
macroeconomic policies, including how gender operates even in the abstracted
realm of financial markets. Similarly, feminists investigate linkages among
sectors and levels of analysis, focus less on national/territorial boundaries and
more on transnational/global dynamics, analyse globalisation/neoliberalism as
masculinist and racist, and emphasise women’s agency and resistance.13

As a generalisation regarding theoretical developments, feminist scholars
increasingly subscribe to constructivist orientations, where masculinist assump-
tions are problematised and feminist alternatives explored.14 Constructivism
means different things to different people, especially in different disciplines.
Without engaging complex definitional debates, I simply note minimalist claims:
constructivism recognises that agent and structure are not categorically separate
(as in a positivist binary), but interact to construct social reality. By acknowledging
the social construction of agents, identities and ideologies, constructivism opens
inquiry to new questions, not least for present purposes, how masculinist
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(and other) ideologies shape what we study and how we study it. On the continuum
posited here, this goes beyond simply adding women as an empirical category and
has the potential for altering existing theoretical frameworks. (Whether and to
what extent it does so depends on the particular research issues and epistemo-
logical commitments of the researcher.)

In addition, constructivism has two important and overlapping strengths.
Analytically, it has the advantage of insisting on the centrality of shared ideas,
or intersubjective meaning systems, in constituting social reality; it thus accom-
modates cultural coding and subjective dimensions that (I argue below) have
particular force in today’s political economy. Moreover, in contrast to poststruc-
turalism, it has the strategic advantage of making sense to, and being accepted
by, a growing audience; it thus reaches across more thematic and disciplinary
boundaries and facilitates conversations along and across the continuum of gen-
dered political economy. Constructivism is thus crucial to feminist (and other criti-
cal) interventions as it significantly expands the terrain of inquiry and provides an
important ‘bridge’ across epistemological divisions.15 To address an expanding
agenda and critical commitments, feminists draw on a variety of approaches –
Marxian, heterodox, institutionalist, neoGramscian, social economics, world
systems – and currently favour heterogeneity and pluralism over adherence to
any single paradigm.

This suggests perhaps the most significant trend in gendered political economy:
away from making feminisms ‘fit’ orthodox approaches (decreasing dependence
on them) to generating unique and unapologetically feminist methodologies and
theories. This has been fuelled by an expansive critical literature that rejects
‘absolute objectivity’, ‘decontextualised rationality’, rigid boundaries and mono-
logical explanations as masculinist and modernist preoccupations, in favour of
holistic, historical, ‘thicker description’ and institutional embeddedness. This
maturation in confidence involves moving beyond critical, corrective orientations
to production of alternatives, demonstrating their efficacy and benefits, and gener-
ating visions of economics that include ethical, more humane concerns. Arguably
the most fundamental and widely accepted shift among feminists is the rejection
of neoclassical models of abstract rationality and ‘choice’ in favour of a more
relevant and responsible model of ‘social provisioning’.16

This is not to suggest homogeneity among feminists. For analytical as well as
strategic reasons, many feminists are wary of adopting what they understand as
‘too’ constructivist, and especially poststructuralist/postmodernist, orientations.
The argument briefly is this: from more positivist starting points gender remains
dichotomised and can only be understood as a homogeneous empirical category;
women’ can (at best) be added as such a category to existing frameworks; this
will amend and presumably improve analyses, but (because empirical categories
and analytical framing are presumed separable) this addition need not have any
theoretical implications. One can ‘add women’ or refer to gender without disrupt-
ing orthodox methods or altering foundational questions. As a corollary, simply
‘adding women’ tends to have little impact on the core of mainstream scholarship,
where the gender of bodies, or ratio of male-to-female workers, is presumed not
to have epistemological consequences. In other words, as long as theories and
methods are not deeply affected, it is relatively acceptable and easy enough to
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add (empirical) women/gender. This is what many feminist – and apparently an
increasing number of non-feminist – scholars are doing.

From more constructivist and especially poststructuralist starting points, gender
is understood as a governing code and its inclusion in our analyses necessarily has
epistemological/theoretical implications. On this view, gendering political
economy entails a questioning of orthodox methods and foundational inquiries
in so far as these rely on gendered assumptions and biases. This raises the theor-
etical stakes dramatically: it threatens to be systemically disruptive, which
decreases receptivity and increases resistance to more complex understandings
of gender. It is important to note that, in the absence of constructivist or poststruc-
turalist insights, the meaning of operational ‘codes’ (gender or otherwise) is
neither obvious nor readily comprehended. Hence, the systemic, intellectually
transformative work of feminists is effectively ‘invisible’ because it exceeds what
the mainstream can see or comprehend through positivist/modernist lenses. In this
sense, the marginalisation of constructivism and poststructuralism in economics,
political economy and IPE significantly limits how gender is understood, and
goes some way in explaining both the variation among feminists and the relatively
superficial engagement of non-feminists, who cannot (or do not want to) ‘see’ the
profound implications of taking gender seriously. In other words, epistemological
commitments shape receptivity to feminist work, and especially which feminist
insights/claims are deemed comprehensible, acceptable and/or compelling.

What does this mean for the state of debate? I have indicated a variety of fem-
inist positions and how these contribute to gendering political economy. Debates
among feminists are manifested in differing research priorities and differing prac-
tical strategies for promoting feminist political economy. Both are shaped by epis-
temological and ideological differences. Regarding the former and as indicated
by the continuum, feminists disagree on what topics are most important to inves-
tigate. For example, sexuality and heterosexism are relatively neglected, in part
because their relevance is obscured when gender is understood as a synonym
for the unproblematised category of ‘women’.17 Similarly, resistance, especially
to poststructuralist insights, limits feminist political economy engagement with
culture, subjectivities, the politics of representation and postcolonial critiques.
This is spurred by a widespread (but I believe mistaken) perception that poststruc-
turalism entails elevating symbolic/cultural/literary phenomena at the expense of
material processes and conditions. This is obviously unacceptable to feminists
who study political economy ‘not just to understand the world but to change it’.
Feminists are rightly wary of approaches that minimise ‘the material’, and at
present the most visible poststructuralist work cultivates this perception; I argue
instead that poststructuralism potentially offers the most incisive analyses of
culture and materiality as mutually produced (co-constituted).18 Rejecting this
approach impedes efforts to address diversity, theorise the interconnectedness of
hierarchies, analyse how power operates, pay more attention to subaltern
voices/perspectives, and take seriously knowledge/theorising from marginalised
locations.

Strategically, some feminists advocate relatively more acceptable, ‘doable’ and
presumably efficacious reforms from within – or not far outside of – conventional
thinking. For example, through a variety of activities – gender mainstreaming,
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global networking, women-oriented non-governmental organisations – feminists
have expanded their capacity to influence policymaking, inform development
strategies, direct research agendas and promote ‘women’s issues’. Feminists
utilise Sen’s capabilities approach to enhance awareness of gender, deploy
human rights discourse to promote women’s economic rights and advocate
microcredit lending to empower poor and especially rural women.19 While most
feminists recognise the need for and support these strategies, some also question
their efficacy in terms of securing systemic gains for women and/or transforming
structural conditions that reproduce hierarchies not only of gender but class, race,
sexuality and nationality. In short, feminists debate familiar trade-offs between
‘safer’, shorter-term and typically localised ‘practical’ gains, and more disruptive,
longer-term and systemically transformative strategies. The latter, of course, are
perceived as ‘threatening’ to careers as well as to conventional knowledge
production and political strategies. Like research priorities, these differences in
strategy are shaped by epistemological and ideological commitments. In particu-
lar, taking analytical gender seriously exceeds piecemeal reforms (which leave
‘too much in place’) and implies more systemic transformation of subjectivities,
analytical frameworks and institutional structures.

In sum, I argue that epistemological differences are key to understanding the
state of debate regarding gendered political economy. Among feminists, analytical
and strategic considerations shape what is debated. Among non-feminists, partici-
pation in the debate is constrained by epistemological (and strategic?) commit-
ments that impede taking analytical gender seriously, and focus instead on
‘adding women/gender’ in relatively safe and acceptable terms, thus obscuring
the import and systemic implications of feminist theory. In this sense, feminists
have little company in debating gendered political economy; rather, they (like
feminists in IR) appear to be forging ahead with their own agendas and debates,
but in relative – and presumably regrettable – isolation from mainstream and
even critical political economy. The point, again, is not to disparage the increased
attention to women/gender, as this is a considerable achievement and an indispen-
sable starting point. But in the face of feminist research and transformative theor-
etical insights, this limited engagement is problematic. The continued resistance
to, or inadequate comprehension of, feminist contributions not only undermines
specifically ‘feminist’ objectives. In so far as analytical gender has systemic and
epistemological implications, its continued marginalisation is detrimental to
advancing political economy knowledge/theory/analysis more generally. In the
next section I attempt to substantiate these claims by providing a ‘big picture’
analysis of GPE that takes both empirical and analytical gender seriously.20

Gendered political economy of globalisation

Neoliberal policies guiding contemporary globalisation are promoted primarily by
geopolitical elites in the interest of powerful states and the inter- and transnational
institutions they effectively control. Deregulation has permitted the hypermobility
of (‘foot-loose’) capital, induced phenomenal growth in crisis-prone financial
markets and increased the power of private capital interests. Liberalisation is
selectively implemented: powerful states engage in protectionism, less through
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tariffs than rules, regulations and subsidies,21 while developing countries have
limited control over protecting domestic industries, the goods thereby produced
and the jobs provided. Privatisation has entailed loss of nationalised industries
in developing economies and a decrease in public sector employment and pro-
vision of social services worldwide. The results of restructuring are complex,
uneven and controversial. While economic growth is the objective and has been
realised in some areas and sectors, evidence increasingly suggests expanding
inequalities, indeed a polarisation, of resources within and between countries.

Globalisation is a gendered process that reflects both continuity and change.
Men, especially those who are economically, ethnically and racially privileged,
continue to dominate institutions of authority and power worldwide. And mascu-
linist thinking continues to dominate economic theorising and policy making: top-
down, decontextualised (non-holistic), formulaic and over-reliant on growth and
quantifiable indicators (rather than provisioning and measures of human wellbeing
and sustainability). But globalisation is also disrupting gendered patterns by alter-
ing conventional beliefs, roles, livelihoods and political practices worldwide.
While some changes are small and incremental, others challenge our deepest
assumptions (e.g. male breadwinner roles) and most established institutions (e.g.
patriarchal families). Feminists argue that not only are the benefits and costs of
globalisation unevenly distributed between men and women, but that masculinist
bias in theory/practice exacerbates structural hierarchies of race/ethnicity, class
and nation.

With other critical scholars I argue that dominating accounts of GPE perpetuate
economistic, modernist/positivist and masculinist commitments. In particular,
these preclude adequate analyses of two central features of global restructuring.
First, today’s globalisation is distinguished by its dependence on historically con-
tingent and socially embedded information and communication technologies
(ICTs) specific to the late twentieth century. Due to the inherently conceptual/cul-
tural nature of information, not only empirical but analytical challenges are posed
by the unprecedented fusion of culture and economy – of virtual and material
dimensions – afforded by ICTs. In brief, the symbolic/virtual aspects of
today’s GPE expose – to a unique extent and in new developments – how
conventional (positivist) separations of culture from economy are totally indefen-
sible and how poststructuralist lenses are essential for adequately analysing
today’s GPE. Second, globalisation and its effects are extremely uneven, mani-
fested starkly in global, intersecting stratifications of ethnicity/race, class,
gender and nation. To address these conditions adequately requires critical and
especially feminist postcolonial lenses.

Moreover, to investigate the interconnections among structural hierarchies I
deploy gender analytically, arguing that denigration of the feminine (coded into
masculinist/modernist dichotomies as hierarchical) pervades language and
culture, with systemic effects on how we ‘take for granted’ (normalise/depoliti-
cise) the devaluation of feminised bodies, identities and activities. This has par-
ticular relevance for economics, where assessments of ‘value’ are key. I argue
that feminisation of identities and practices effectively devalues them in cultural
as well as economic terms. Briefly: the taken-for-granted devaluation of ‘women’s
work’ is generalised from women to include feminised ‘others’: migrants,
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marginalised populations, ‘unskilled’ workers, the urban underclass and develop-
ing countries. Women and feminised others constitute the vast majority of the
world’s population, as well as the vast majority of poor, less skilled, insecure, infor-
malised and flexibilised workers; and the global economy absolutely depends on
the work that they do. Yet their work is variously unpaid, underpaid, trivialised,
denigrated, obscured and uncounted: it is devalorised. This economic devalorisation
is either hardly noticed or deemed ‘acceptable’ because it is consistent with cultural
devalorisation of that which is feminised. The key point here is that feminisation
devalorises not only women but also racially, culturally and economically margin-
alised men and work that is deemed unskilled, menial and ‘merely’ reproductive.

Moving beyond a narrow definition of economics, I develop an alternative
analytical framing of reproductive, productive and virtual economies that shifts
how we see the terrain of globalisation and hence how we might interpret, under-
stand and respond to it. I refer not to conventional but Foucauldian economies:
as mutually constituted (therefore coexisting and interactive) systemic sites
through and across which power operates. These sites involve familiar exchanges,
but also include sociocultural processes of subject formation and cultural sociali-
sation that underpin identities and their political effects. The conceptual and
cultural dimensions of these sites are understood as inextricable from (mutually
constituted by) material effects, social practices and institutional structures. The
objectives are to demonstrate the co-constitution of culture and economy, the
interaction of identification processes and their politics, and the value of deploying
a critical feminist, poststructuralist lens as a means to exposing the operating codes
of neoliberal capitalism. Here I review only major trends in each economy,
emphasising how they are gendered.

The productive economy

I begin with the familiar ‘productive economy’ (PrE), understood as ‘formal’ –
regularised and regulated – economic activities identified with primary, secondary
and tertiary production. Globalisation variously complicates these distinctions,
especially as ICTs reconfigure each sector. First, the dramatic decline in world
prices of and demand for (non-oil) primary products has been devastating to
Third World economies where primary production dominates: unemployment
problems are exacerbated, ability to attract foreign investment is reduced, and
debt dependency may be increased. One effect is viewing (unregulated) labour
as a competitive resource and/or encouraging out-migration in search of work.

Second, ‘de-industrialisation’ especially affects advanced industrialised
countries and major cities, manifested variously through downsizing, ‘jobless
growth’, loss of skilled and often unionised positions, growth in low-wage,
semi- and unskilled jobs, and relocation of production to lower wage areas. Job
security is additionally eroded for all but elite workers through ‘flexibilisation’:
more temporary, part-time, non-unionised jobs with fewer benefits, and more
‘just-in-time’, decentralised and subcontracted production processes. These shifts
tend to increase un- and underemployment (especially of men) and coupled with
erosion of union power translate into a decline in real incomes and household
resources.
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Flexibilisation tends to increase the power and autonomy of management and
be attractive to those with highly valued skills. Some find that flexible arrange-
ments better suit their life conditions. Mothers and single parents may prefer flex-
ible arrangements, although this must be assessed in the context of childcare
availability and limited access to better-paying and more secure employment
opportunities. Specific trade-offs depend on specific contexts, but a general
point remains: in the absence of regulatory frameworks that protect workers’
rights and generate living wages, flexibilisation translates into greater insecurity
of employment and income for the majority of the world’s workers.22

Third, employment shifts from manufacturing to information-based services
as technologies transform the nature of work worldwide. Income polarisation is
exacerbated in so far as service jobs tend to be either skilled and high-waged
(professional-managerial jobs; for which read ‘masculinised’) or semi-, unskilled
and poorly paid (personal, cleaning, retail and clerical services; for which read:
‘feminised’). Hence, this shift also favours countries with developed technology
infrastructures and relatively skilled workers.23

The fourth trend is feminisation of employment, understood simultaneously as a
material, embodied transformation of labour markets (increasing proportion of
women), a conceptual characterisation of deteriorated and devalorised labour con-
ditions (less desirable, meaningful, safe or secure), and a reconfiguration of worker
identities (feminised managers, female breadwinners). Women’s formal employ-
ment has been increasing worldwide, while male participation has been falling
(this indicates less an empowerment of women than a deterioration in working
conditions for men). As jobs require few skills, and flexibilisation becomes the
norm, the most desirable workers are those who are perceived to be undemanding
(unorganised), docile but reliable, available for part-time and temporary work, and
willing to accept low wages. Gender stereotypes depict women as especially
suitable for these jobs and gender inequalities render women especially desperate
for access to income. In short, as more jobs become casual, irregular, flexible and
precarious, more women – and feminised men – are doing them.

Fifth, globalisation increases flows of people: to urban areas, export-processing
zones, seasonal agricultural sites and tourism locales. Migrations are shaped by
colonial histories, geopolitics, immigration policies, capital flows, labour
markets, cultural stereotypes, skill attributions, kinship networks and identity
markers. Given the nature of ‘unskilled’ jobs most frequently available (cleaning,
harvesting, domestic service, sex work), migrant worker populations are especially
marked by gender and race/ethnicity. Being on the move – for work, recreation or
escape – affects personal and collective identities and cultural reproduction. Not
least, traditional family forms and divisions of labour are disrupted, destabilising
men’s and women’s identities and gender relations more generally. Shifting
identities have complex effects at numerous ‘levels’, whether expressed in anti-
immigrant racism, nationalist state-building, ethnocultural diasporas, ethnic
cleansing or patriarchal religious fundamentalisms.24

Sixth, feminists have generated extensive research on structural adjustment
policies, documenting not only their gender-differentiated effects but also gender,
class and racial/ethnic biases in policy making. Privatisation has patterned effects
in so far as reductions in public spending have generalisable consequences.
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When social services are cut, women are disproportionately affected because they
are more likely to depend on secure government jobs and on public resources in
support of reproductive labour. When public provisioning declines, women are
culturally expected to fill the gap, in spite of fewer available resources, more
demands on their time and minimal increases in men’s caring labour. Effects
include more women working a ‘triple shift’, the feminisation of poverty world-
wide, and both short- and long-term deterioration in female health and human
capital development.

Trade liberalisation is associated with increases in women’s labour force par-
ticipation worldwide, with complicated gender effects. In general, elite, educated
and highly skilled women benefit from the ‘feminisation of employment’ and
employment in any capacity arguably benefits women in terms of access to
income and the personal and economic empowerment this affords.25 Women,
however, continue to earn 30–40 per cent less than men, and the majority of
women are entering the workforce under adverse structural conditions. Work in
export-processing zones is tedious yet demanding, and sometimes hazardous,
with negative effects on women’s health and long-term working capacity. When
new technologies are implemented it is also typically men – not women – who
are retained or rehired as machine operators.26

The uneven and gendered effects of these trends are most visible in relation to
production processes and working conditions. For the majority of families world-
wide, one-third of which are female-headed, restructuring has meant declining
household income, reduced access to safe and secure employment, and decreased
provision of publicly funded social services. Global poverty is increasingly
feminised and is especially stark among female-headed households and
elderly women. In developed economies reduction of social services disproportio-
nately hurts women, the urban underclass and immigrant families. Structural
adjustment programmes imposed on developing countries exacerbate women’s
poverty by promoting outward-oriented growth, rather than meeting domestic sub-
sistence needs. They reduce public subsidies that lower prices of basic goods, spur
urbanisation and labour migration that increases the number of female-headed
households, aggravate un- and underemployment of men that reduces household
income, and disrupt traditional social forms of support for women.

These conditions force people to pursue ‘survival strategies’ and seek income
however they can. The global trend is towards the un- and underemployment of
men, increasing employment of women as cheaper workers, and a phenomenal
growth of ‘informal’ work in the home, community and shadow economy and
in criminal activities. Feminists argue that these trends not only differentially
affect women, men and feminised ‘others’, but they are also shaped by masculinist
ways of thinking in regard to how ‘work’ and ‘economics’ are defined, who should
do what kinds of work, and how different activities are valued.

The reproductive economy

Conventional – and continuing – neglect of the ‘reproductive economy’ (RE)
exemplifiesmasculinist and modernist bias in political economy. This neglect con-
tinues due to masculinising the (valorised) public sphere of power and formal
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(paid) work, and feminising the (marginalised) family/private sphere of emotional
maintenance, leisure and caring (unpaid) labour. Here I focus on three reasons for
taking the RE seriously: the significance of subject formation and socialisation,
the devalorisation of ‘women’s work’ and the increasing role of informalisation
in the GPE.

Socialisation presumably teaches us how to become individuals/subjects/
agents according to the codes of a particular cultural environment. Subject
formation begins in the context of family life, and the language, cultural rules,
and ideologies we acritically imbibe in childhood are especially influential. This
is where we first observe and internalise gender differences, their respective iden-
tities and divisions of labour. Moreover, gender acculturation is inextricable from
beliefs about race/ethnicity, age, class, religion and other axes of ‘difference’.

Feminists have long argued that subject formation matters structurally for
economic relations. It produces individuals who are then able to ‘work’ and this
unpaid reproductive labour saves capital the costs of producing key inputs. It
also instils attitudes, identities and belief systems that enable societies to function.
Capitalism, for instance, requires not only that ‘workers’ accept and perform
their role in ‘production’, but that individuals more generally accept hierarchical
divisions of labour and their corollary: differential valorisation of who does what
kind of work.

Socialisation and the caring labour required to sustain family relations are
stereotyped as ‘women’s work’ worldwide. Yet, in spite of romanticised mother-
hood and a glut of pro-family rhetoric, neoliberal globalisation reduces the
emotional, cultural and material resources necessary for the wellbeing of most
women and families. Similarly, the ideology of patriarchal states, religions and
nuclear families that locates women in the home (as loyal dependents and
loving service providers) is today contradicted by two realities: many women
wish to work outside of the home, whilst for many other women, economic reali-
ties (and consumerist ideologies) compel them to seek formal employment. As
already noted, when household resources decline, masculinist ideologies hold
women disproportionately responsible for family survival. Women everywhere
are increasing the time they spend on reproductive labour, in ensuring food avail-
ability and health maintenance for the family, in providing emotional support and
taking responsibility for young, ill and elderly dependents. Mothers often curtail
their own consumption and healthcare in favour of serving family needs, and
daughters (more often than sons) forfeit educational opportunities when extra
labour is needed at home. The effects are not limited to women because the
increased burdens they bear are inevitably translated into costs to their families,
and hence to societies more generally.27 As a survival strategy, women especially
rely on informal work to ensure their own and their family’s wellbeing.

Informal activities are not unique to, but have nonetheless greatly expanded in,
the context of neoliberal restructuring.28 Increasing un- and underemployment,
flexibilisation and erosion or prohibition of union power has meant declining
real incomes and decreased job security worldwide. Deregulation and privatisation
undercut welfare provisioning, state employment and collective supports for
family wellbeing. People are thus ‘pushed’ to engage in informal activities as a
strategy for securing income however they can. Informalisation has a variety of
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direct and indirect effects on labour relations. In general, it decreases the structural
power of workers, reaps higher profits for capital, depresses formal wages, dis-
ciplines all workers and, through the isolation of informalised labour, impedes
collective resistance. Women, the poor, migrants and recent immigrants are the
prototypical (feminised) workers of the informal economy;29 in the context
of increasing flexibilisation, the devalued conditions which informalisation
demands are arguably the future for all but elite workers worldwide.

Informalisation tends to be polarised between a small, highly skilled group able
to take advantage of and prosper from deregulation and flexibilisation, and the
majority of the world’s workers who participate less out of choice than necessity
due to worsening conditions in the formal economy. Among those with less choice
women are the majority, as informal work constitutes a survival strategy for
sustaining households. Insecure and risky work in domestic services and the sex
industry are often the primary options. This reflects not only dire economic
needs, but also masculinist thinking that identifies domestic labour as women’s
work and objectifies female bodies as sources of pleasure for men. Masculinist
institutions collude in promoting economic policies (tourism as a development
plan, remittances as a foreign currency source) that ‘push’ women into precarious
informal work.30

Informalisation is heterogeneous and controversial. Some individuals prosper
by engaging in entrepreneurial activities afforded by a less regulated environment.
This is especially evident in micro-enterprises (favoured by neoliberals) where
innovation may breed success and multiplying effects; in tax evasion and inter-
national pricing schemes that favour larger operations; in developing countries
where informal activities are crucial for income generation; and in criminal activi-
ties that are ‘big business’ worldwide (for example, traffic in drugs, arms and the
bodies of sex workers and illegal immigrants).31 In sum, informalisation is key to
the current GPE, yet is relatively undertheorised. Due to its unprecedented and
explosive growth, the unregulated and often semi- or illegal nature of its activities,
its feminisation and effects on conditions of labour, it poses fundamental chal-
lenges for adequately analyisng the GPE.

The virtual economy

Globalisation is especially visible in flows of symbols, information and communi-
cation through electronic and wireless transmissions that defy territorial con-
straints. It is not only the new scale and velocity of these transmissions but the
different (symbolic, non-material, virtual) nature of these processes that we must
address, as intangible symbols contravene familiar notions of time and space as
well as conventional analyses of material goods. The unprecedented fusion of
symbols/culture and commodities/economy in today’s GPE requires an under-
standing of ‘culture’ and ‘economy’ as co-constituted. Given the newness of
these developments, specifying a ‘virtual economy’ (VE) is a first step. I identify
three (interactive) modes of this economy – financial, informational, cultural –
and review them briefly here with a focus on how they are gendered.

Since the 1970s floating exchange rates, reduced capital controls, offshore
transactions, desegmentation, new financial instruments, securitisation and the
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rise of institutional investors have interacted to amplify the speed, scale and com-
plexity of global financial transactions. (Male-dominated) powerful states have
been complicit in, and (masculinist?) technologies have been decisive for,
enabling the mobility of capital and its enhanced power. The key result is an ‘enor-
mous mass of “world money” . . . [that] is not being created by economic activity
like investment, production, consumption, or trade . . . It is virtual [symbolic]
rather than real [commodity] money.’32 The point is not that this ‘delinking’
(of symbolic from commodity money) insulates the real economy from global
finance; rather, prices ‘set’ in the virtual economy (e.g. through interest and
exchange rates) have decisive (and gendered) effects throughout the socio-
economic order. For example, investment strategies shift toward short-term
horizons and away from infrastructural and arguably more socially-beneficial
endeavours; production shifts toward flexibilisation, with its problematic job inse-
curities; and labour markets are polarised between high-tech, highly skilled mas-
culinised jobs and devalorised, feminised services. In global financial markets,
what does distinguish symbolic from commodity money is the extent to which
its symbolic/informational content (e.g. stock market values and forecasts) is a
function less of ‘objective’ indicators than processes of interpretation that
involve subjective ideas, identities and expectations. Financial crises and stock
market scandals reveal the extent to which (primarily male) agents in this rarefied
environment rely on guesswork, trust in their colleagues’ opinions, and purely
subjective assessments as they ‘play’ casino capitalism. Moreover, feminists
have documented the role of masculine identities among power wielders, as a
shift from more state-centric ‘Chatham House Man’ to market-centred ‘Davos
Man’ and as shaping the subjectivities of financial traders.33

Effects of global finance are multiple. The allure of financial trading exacer-
bates the devalorisation of manufacturing and encourages short-term over long-
term investments in industry, infrastructure and human capital. The expansion,
complexity and non-transparency of global financial transactions makes money
laundering easier, which enhances opportunities for illicit financial trading as
well as organised crime (including the gendered practices of trade in women,
guns and drugs) and decreases tax contributions that underpin public welfare.
Access to credit becomes decisive for individuals and states, and is deeply struc-
tured by familiar hierarchies. Increasing urgency in regard to ‘managing money’
and investment strategies shifts status and decision-making power within house-
holds, businesses, governments and global institutions. These changes disrupt con-
ventional identities, functions and sites of authority, especially as pursuit of profits
displaces provisioning needs and governments compete for private global capital
at the expense of public welfare.

Moreover, the instability of financial markets increases risks that are socialised
(hurting public welfare) and, when crises ensue, women suffer disproportionately.
Two entwined issues emerge: first, women and gender-sensitive analyses are
absent – or at best marginalised – in the decision-making processes and analytical
assessments of the financial order. Women are underrepresented in the institutions
of global finance, a model of elite agency and (instrumental) economic ‘efficiency’
is deemed common sense, and the masculinism of financial players and their prac-
tices is obscured. Second, these exclusions and blinders filter what elite analysts
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are able – or willing – to ‘see’. In particular, they obscure the gendered costs of
crises: loss of secure jobs and earning capacity due to women’s concentration in
precarious forms of employment; lengthened work hours for women as they
‘cushion’ the impact of household income; decreased participation of girls in
education and deteriorating health conditions for women; increased child labour
and women’s licit and illicit informal activities; and increased acts of violence
against women.34

These costs not only disproportionately hurt women in the immediacy and
aftermath of crises, but have important long-term effects. On the one hand, girls
and women are less able to participate as full members of society and have
fewer skills required for safe and secure income-generation, whilst the intensifi-
cation of women’s work with fewer resources imperils social reproduction more
generally. On the other hand, entire societies are affected as deteriorating con-
ditions of social reproduction, health and education have long-term consequences
for collective wellbeing and national competitiveness in the new world economy.

The informational mode of the virtual economy features the exchange of
knowledge, information or ‘intellectual capital’. While all processes involve infor-
mation/knowledge, information here is the commodity: ideas, codes, concepts,
knowledge are what is being exchanged. This commodification poses questions
poorly addressed in conventional analyses. In particular, the informational
economy has unique characteristics: its self-transforming feedback loop, the
imperative of accelerating innovation, defiance of exclusive possession, capacity
to increase in value through use and intrinsic dissolution of cultural-economic dis-
tinctions. Hence, the informational economy necessarily involves a transformation
not only of goods, but also of (gendered) thinking, knowledge and cultural codes.

Computer-based digitisation enables the conversion (reduction) of information,
images, literature, music and even human experience into a binary code of 1s and
0s available to anyone with the relevant ‘reading’ capacity (conceptual and tech-
nological, access to which is gendered). These many and diverse phenomena are
reduced to a common, universal code and circulated ‘virtually’ around the world,
without the constraints of time and space. Digitisation also effectively ‘objectifies’
these diverse phenomena, rendering them objects/commodities that are tradeable.

Economic and political developments are simultaneously embedded in, affected
by and profoundly shape sociocultural beliefs and practices. Not all information/
knowledge is deemed worthy of digitisation or incorporation in networks of com-
munication, and the selection processes at work are pervasively gendered. Media
conglomerates – dominated by elite men and the corporate, consumerist interests
they serve – determine the content of what is transmitted. The news industry
focuses on traditionally male-defined activities: war, power politics, financial
markets and ‘objective’ indicators of economic trends. Women are relatively
invisible in these accounts, except as victims or those who deviate from gender
expectations. The significance of media domination and its effects cannot be over-
stated, for it ultimately shapes what most of us know about ‘reality’ and our
subjective interpretation of reality is shaped by the cultural codings of global
media. News reporters, politicians and advertisers know that the media powerfully
shape what we have knowledge of, believe in, hope for and work toward; they
create and direct consumer desire, as well as social consciousness and political
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understanding. More generally, the politics of knowledge/information include
whose questions are pursued, whose concerns are silenced, whose health needs
are prioritised, whose methods are authorised, whose paradigm is presumed,
whose project is funded, whose findings are publicised, whose intellectual prop-
erty is protected. All of these are deeply structured by gender, as well as racial,
economic and national hierarchies.

The conceptual and ideological commitments of digitisation and the informa-
tional economy are inextricable from the embodied practices of this economy.
Whose history, stories, lives, language, music, dreams, beliefs and culture are
documented, much less celebrated? Who is accorded credibility and authority:
as religious leader, economic expert, marketing genius, financial guru, scientific
expert, objective journalist, leading scholar, technological wizard, ‘average
American’, ‘good mother’, ‘man on the street’? Who is empowered to speak on
behalf of their identity group, who on behalf of ‘others’? Who benefits and how
from English as the global lingua franca? Who determines what information is
publicised – witnessed, replicated, published, disseminated, broadcast? Again,
gender features prominently in these questions, and the politics they reveal. In
sum, like money, information is not neutral. It carries, conveys and confers
power in multiple ways, with diverse effects. Adequate analysis of these develop-
ments requires taking the politics of cultural coding seriously and taking seriously
the gender of cultural coding.

The third mode of the virtual economy features the exchange of aesthetic or cul-
tural symbols, treated here as heightened consumerism. The consumer economy/
society involves the creation of a ‘social imaginary’ of particular tastes and
desires, and the extensive commodification of tastes, pleasure and leisure. Aes-
thetics figure prominently here as, first, the value-added component of goods is
less a function of information/knowledge and more a production of ephemeral,
ever-changing tastes, desires, fashion and style, and, second, this production is
increasingly key to surplus accumulation. In an important sense, capital focuses
less on producing consumer goods than on producing both consumer subjectivities
and a totalising ‘market culture’ that sustain consumption. Consumerism also
involves a political economy of signs in the explicit sense of the power of
symbols, signs and codes to determine meaning and hence value. The basic argu-
ment is that commodities do not have value in and of themselves, but only as a
function of the social codes/context (including material conditions) within
which they have significance. The significance of (gendered) cultural coding is
amplified as consumerism deepens the commodification of the lifeworld. For
example, adoptable children, sexualised bodies and sensual pleasures are for
sale, based on gendered assumptions regarding the ‘need to mother’, the male
‘sex drive’, and whose pleasures are prioritised.

Consider how economics and culture are fused through shopping malls, theme
parks, marinas, arts centres, museums, sports complexes and entertainment areas
that are designed to foster consumption and have us think of it as culture. These
‘cultural industries’ serve to legitimate consumerism and increase subjective
internalisation of capitalist ideology. On the one hand, individuals are encouraged
to identify cultural gratification with consumption, rather than other perhaps
more meaningful and less profit-oriented activities (e.g. critical reflection,
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spiritual/moral development, building egalitarian and sustainable communities).
On the other hand, even political activities shift to market-based expressions:
identity-based groups become particular targets of marketing and use consumption
as an identity ‘marker’, whilst political action is increasingly consumer-based as
people ‘vote’ through what they do or do not buy.

As a status indicator, consumption assumes greater significance as consumer
goods are made available, consumption becomes a ‘way of life’, and market-
created codes determine what is ‘worth’ consuming. The politics of advertising –
who decides what we ‘want’ and with what effects – is explicitly about using cul-
tural codes to manipulate consciousness. Gender and the reproductive economy
figure prominently here, as gendered stereotypes and divisions of labour continue
to identify women/housewives as the key consumers whose primary motivation
for consumption is presumably to please men and improve family life. This
raises a number of issues: advertising is disproportionately targeted at women
(and tends to depend on and reproduce heterosexist stereotypes); constructions
of ‘femininity’ are arguably more dependent on market/consumer ideologies
and the aesthetics they promote than are constructions of ‘masculinity’.35

women must learn and use particular (but typically unacknowledged) skills as
informed and competent consumers; women/housewives exercise varying
forms of power as consumers, especially within the household but also as
investment decision makers; masculinist paradigms tend to neglect consumption
‘work’ (and skills); and masculinist and productivist paradigms have been slow
to recognise the economic role of consumption in today’s economy.

Similarly, arts and entertainment are increasingly less an expression of local
cultures and spontaneous creativity than big business on a global scale where
selling sex and sensationalism is a lucrative strategy. Popular music and videos
feature perennial themes of love sought, gained and lost, while sexual themes
are increasingly more explicit, graphic and violent. Women’s bodies continue to
be objectified, and their sexual interests either trivialised or exaggerated into
causes of male desperation, perversion and destruction. Similarly, women rarely
appear as strong, independent or competent, except as adjuncts of male exploits,
a challenge to be overcome, or a caution against ‘excessive’ female power.
Feminisms are rarely depicted positively, but denigrated as disruptive, ‘anti-
family’, irrational or, at best, ‘too idealistic’. Negative representations in
‘popular culture’ not only undercut the political efficacy of feminist activism,
but also undermine the acceptability and credibility of feminist interventions in
all spheres, including the academy and its knowledge production.

While affluent consumption is the priviIege of only a small percentage of the
world’s population, it shapes the desires, choices and valorisation of those
without affluence.36 The political economy of consumption involves consumerism
as an ideology (fuelled by pervasive advertising and global media that propel even
the poorest to desire consumer goods as an expression of self-worth), as well as the
more familiar power-laden practices of consumption. Whose needs, desires, and
interests are served? Whose bodies and environments are devalorised in pursuit
of consumerism and the neoliberal commitment to growth (rather than redistribu-
tion) that fuels it? Finally, consumerism requires purchasing power, increasingly
sought through access to credit. As already noted, patterns regarding who has it,
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how much they have, and how they use it correspond tellingly to class, race/eth-
nicity, gender and geopolitical stratifications.

Conclusion

My review of feminist political economy positions has indicated the breadth and
depth of scholarship in the past decade. The issues that feminists debate reflect dif-
fering empirical/substantive priorities, ideological preferences and, especially,
epistemological orientations. In particular, feminists are differentiated by how
they understand and deploy gender: as an empirical category that tends to
become a synonym for ‘women’ (in relation to ‘men’) or as an analytical category
that pervades meaning systems more generally. The former is an indispensable
starting point and continually generates a wealth of research for gendering politi-
cal economy. In so far as empirical gender is compatible with orthodox methods, it
is more acceptable and credible, which affords important strategic advantages.

By comparison, analytical gender entails a theoretical shift toward more
constructivist and poststructuralist orientations, which (variously) accord a consti-
tutive (not exclusive!) role to intersubjective meaning systems. This too has gen-
erated rich resources for gendering political economy; it expands and deepens our
inquiry, but also complicates it. In so far as gender operates as a governing code,
criticising it disrupts foundational assumptions, orthodox methodologies and
theoretical frameworks. This renders it less accessible and/or acceptable, and
fuels resistance to these orientations and what are perceived to be their political
implications. I argue, however, that, unless we shift our epistemological orien-
tation, feminism’s most trenchant and transformative insights remain effectively
invisible: neither accurately understood nor analytically comprehended. ‘Adding
women/gender’ is essential, but an exclusive focus on doing so misses too
much and denies us crucial – not coincidental – resources for analysing political
economy.

My ‘rewriting’ of neoliberal globalisation provided an example of taking
analytical gender seriously, showing how this adds to, reconfigures and transforms
a ‘big picture’ analysis of today’s GPE. In abbreviated fashion I attempted to
demonstrate the interdependence of the three (Foucauldian) economies: the co-
constitution of culture and economy; the interaction of subjectivities, ideologies
and practices; and the value of feminist and poststructuralist orientations. The
overview also exposed how the cultural code of feminisation naturalises the econ-
omic (material) devaluation of feminised work – work that is done both by
women and men who are culturally, racially and economically marginalised.
This advances the project of gendering political economy and improves our analy-
sis of the GPE.

Understanding ‘feminisation as denigration’ exemplifies the transformative
potential of studying gender analytically. On the one hand, we are no longer
just referring to embodied individuals but to gender coding of constructs, cat-
egories, subjectivities, objects, activities and institutionalised practices. Romanti-
cism notwithstanding, the more any one of these is feminised, the more likely that
its devaluation is assumed or ‘explained’. On the other hand, we are not simply
talking about male-female relations or promoting the status of ‘women’. We
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are, first, addressing the exploitation of allwhose identities, labour and livelihoods
are devalued by being feminised and, second, advancing the critical project of the-
orising how hierarchies of race/ethnicity, gender, class and nation intersect. For
scholars committed to new political economy and concerned with oppressive
structural arrangements, these contributions alone warrant more serious engage-
ment with gender. More generally, then, I argue that feminist work is not a digres-
sion from nor supplement to conventional accounts; rather, it is an essential
orientation for advancing our theory and practice of political economy.
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